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A UMR Employee

Rolla Voters ' Elect
Women Mayor
By MARILYN KOLBET
Formerly a member of the
UMR
administration,
Lou
McFarland was sworn in to the
Rolla mayor's office April 12.
Mrs. McFarland won the
April 4 election over Herald
Barnes,
Rolla's
previous
mayor, and Paul Barker, a
Rolla citizen.
Although the job is officially
classified as part-time, Mrs.
McFarland has decided to be a
full-time mayor.
"I think it can become a fulltime job," eicplained Mrs.
McFarland. She has resigried
from her job as chief accounting clerk of UMR's Cloud
Physics department.
her
Until
UMR
finds
replacement she said she will
continue with some work in the
department. The university is
presently interviewing to fill
her position.
1bough her first days have
been full of aquainting herself

with her office, Mrs. McFarland plans on things slowing
down.
"I should then be able to get
into the mayor's real job:
Seeking industry and attracting
it to Rolla. A lot of it is public
relations. "
Mrs. McFarland also plans to
work closely with the rest of the
city administration. She figures
all this to be easily an 3-hour
day.
Previously, her other public
office has not conflicted with
her job at UMR. She has worked Renewing a tradition last held in 1968, all Greeks on campus assembled on the Quadrangle
in Cloud Physics for over a on Monday morning for a group picture. Over 600 people showed up for the snap, all ready
' .
year, and she had her evenings . to celebrate Greek Week, 1978.
open. Her city council office,
third ward, which she held from
1976 to 1978 was mostly .
meetings in the evenings.
Mrs. McFarland was also a
member of the City Park Board
for almost 4 years. She has lived
in Rolla since 1960. Her hushand
is a professor in UMR's physics
department.

Distinguished Historian of American Technology
Coming For Serie s' Lecture

Professor Carroll
Pursell, Science,
Technology
and
Secretary of the Society tor the Human Values, and President
HiStory of TechnOlogy, will of the West Coast History of
present the seventh lecture in Science Society.
the Technology and American
Life lecture series, entitled
"Machine Politics: Public
Policy and the Direction of
American Technology" .
Dr. Pursell is Professor of
HiStory at the University of
California at Santa Barbara.
based upon his academic record member of S.A.E. Pi Tau His academic appointments
By PAULD. ANDREW
(3.40 G.P.A') and his house and Sigma, and Theta Tau Omega. have
included
Research
Kinchen has received other Associate at the Smithsonian
Dennis Kinchen, from Beta
awards
during
his
college
Institute (1970) , Andrew W.
Sigma Psi Fraternity, was
career at UMR, those include Mellon Distinguished Professor
named the Interfraternity Manbeing
named
Theta
Tau
Freshof Humanities at Lehigh
of-the-Year, 1978 at the IFC
man of the Year, Who's Who, University (1974,.75) and Senior
Banquet last evening.
and
a
Student
KnIght
of
St.
Fellow at the Center for 20th
Each year the Interfraternity
Patrick, and being named Zeus Century
Studies
at
the
Council award Its highest honor
the
1978
Greek
Week.
for
University
of
Wisconsinto a member of the UMR Greek
The
remaining
five
finalists
Milwaukee (1977).
System on the basis of
are: Mike Bell; Triangle; Ethan
Professor
Pursell
has
scholarship, house and campus
Chamberlain, PI Kappa Alpha; published widely in the area of
The lectures are open to the
activity.
Tom Dill, Kappa Alpha; Gary American technology, including public; there is no admission
Kinchen was one of six
Maxwell,
PI
Kappa
Alpha;
and,
.
"Readings in Technology and charge. The series is presented
.finalists narrowed down from
Danny Vance, Sigma Phi, American
Life",
"Early by the Humanities Department
thirty eight candidates. Each of
Epsilon.
Stationary Steam Engines in and funded by a grant from the
the nineteen UMR fraternities
Last year's Man of the Year America" and "The Military- Missouri Committee for the
are invited to submit two campus leadership. Within the
persons for consideration of this Beta Sig house Kinchen has was Randy Sherer from Sigma Industrial Complex." He is a Humanities, the state-based
member of the Advisory Board arm of · the National Enaward. From this number, six held the offices of president and . Phi Epsilon.
for the Harvard Newsletter on dowment for the Humanities.
finalists are chosen. The vice-president. On campus, Meramec River
presidents of the fraternities Kinchen
has
served
as
not having a member( s) of their president of the UMR IFC, Discussion Open
house as one of the finalists vote
president and treasurer of
for the winning candidate.
ASME, and Alumni Secretary To Public
KInchen was voted winner for Blue Key. Also, he is a
"Alternative Uses of the
Meramec River" is the title of a
social sciences seminar Wednesday, April 26, 7:30 p.m.,
Humanities-Social Sciences a5. Speakers include Larry D.
'You may choose to partiCipate in either of the two
Heath,
president of
the
ceremonies which will be held Tuesday, April 25 and WedMeramec Basin ASSOCiation,
presents...
nesday, April 26, 1978, in the Mark Twain Room of the
and Harry Watson, past
University Center at 4: 00 p. m. (Please use the East stairway
president of the South Side
on Tuesday. )
Chapter of the Conservation
There is no cost to partiCipate in the ceremony and receive
Federation of Missouri.
the printed creed to sign. Should you desire to wear the
The public is invited to atstainless steel ring as a symbol of the order, the cost is $5.00
tend. There is no admission
(most dol.
charge. For further information
Rings may be purchased ahead of' time in the School of
April27, 28, 29
about the program - call
Engineering Dean's office, 101 Engineering Research
Richard Bryant, lecturer in
St.
Pat's
Ballroom
8:00 P.M.
Laboratory. Please go there and order your ring as soon as
economics,
UMR
Social
possible. Any questions can be answered there also.
sciences department, (phone(See Page 4)
341-4810),
H-SS DEPARTMENT

On Monday, April 24th, at 7 :00
p.m.
in
Mechanical
Engineering
Auditorium,

Kinchen Named IFe ManOf-The Yea, A t Banquet

Order Of The Engineer Ceremony

UMR THEATRE GUILD
AGATHA CHRISTIE'S

liTHE MOUSETRAP"
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Notices fo appear in the BUllboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door of the Miner office by 9: 00 p.m. Monday. This wil l assure publication in the next editi on

PREREGISTRATION

RAP SESSION
On Thursday, April 20, President Olson and some
members 01 the Board 01 Curators will be at UMR lor
the annual Rap Session. 1be meeting will be held at 2: 00
p.m. In the Mechanical Engineering Auditorium.
In the past, these Rap Sessions have been restricted
to a relatively limited group 01 students, laculty and
admlnlstrators. 'Ibls year the Rap Session will be open.

Any Interested student Is welcome to attend.
ERA RALLY IN JEFF CITY
1be Missouri Equal Rights Amendment is sponsoring
a rally, Sl!lIday, April 30, at the state capitol, to
demonstrate support lor the ratification 01 the ERA by
Missouri. 1200 people, Including 50 from Rolla, are
expected to participate In this celebration 01 the spirit 01
equal right. April 30, the last day 01 the legislative
session, also marks the end 01 a vigil held dally since
February 12, In Iront 01 the governor's mansion, by
ERA advocates.
Everyone is encouraged to partiCipate in the rally
which begins at 10:00 a.m. on the capitol lawn, and will
Include a interfaith service conducted by a minister, a
priest and a rabbi. Children are welcome. Participants
should brtng a picnic lunch, and kites or frisbees, il they
choose.
A bus will be leaving Rolla lor the rally at 8:30 a.m.
and will be returning at 3:00. Please contact Betty
Collins at 3&Hi406; Denise Moser at 364-8777 or Jeani
Thomson at 364-7375 lor lurther inlormation and bus
reservations.
co-op STUDENTS
Work registration lor the summer, 1978, work period
will begin April 17, 1978, and last untU the end 01 the
semester. 'Ibls Is a must lor all co-op students working
dll1i!lg the summer semester! This registration will be
held In the Co-Op Office, 101 Buehler Building.
ATl'ENTION INDEPENDENTS
Applications lor Independent 01 the Year are now
available at the Student Union candy counter. All Applications must be turned in by 5:00 p.m. April 27, 1978
to the IWC mailbox at Student Personnel. The award
will be given at the Independents Weekend Coronation
Dance Friday, April 28, 1978
ZETA CELEBRATES 5TH
The Eta Theta Chapter 01 zeta Tau Alpha proudly
announceS the celebration of our Filth Anniversary on
the UMR campus. The Chapter was established in 1972
as a local sorority, Sigma Delta, with the aid of the
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity. Eta Theta was installed as
the 161st national chapter of zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity
on May 5, 1973.
Plans lor the celebration inciude a formal dinner
dance Saturday, April 22 and a brunch Sunday morning
with our alumnae. On Friday, May 5, we will take our
local alumnae to dinner.
The sisters 01 zeta Tau Alpha would like to thank all
the people who have helped support the chapter with
their time and advice.
ASME
The next meeting 01 the American Society 01
Mechanical Engineers will be on Wednesday, April 26,
at 7:00 p.m. in room 104, ME Building. The guest
speakers will be Greg Kock and Dan Ritter 01 ALCOA.
The topic will be Plant Engineering. Officer elections
will be held. Everyone is invited. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.
TAU BETA PI
The last general meeting of the semester will be
Tuesday, April 2S at 7:00 in G-5 H-SS. ELECTION OF
OFFICERS: Everyone come. Relreshments will be
served.
UMR THEATRE GUILD

The UMR Theatre Guild meeting scheduled for
Thursday, April 20th has been cancelled. The next
meeting will be Thursday, May 4th at 6:30p.m. in T-14.
EAT IN STYLE TIDS SUMMER

Campus Club will be open this summer and is now
taking applications for summer and lall semesters.
Drop by 1304 Pine Street or call 364-5880. Don't pass up a
good deal!
SIGMA NU 75TH CELEBRATION
The Gamma Xi Chapter of Sigma Nu, in commemoration 01 its 75th Anniversary as the first Greek
letter fraternity at UMR, will hold a party for the entire
campus on Thursday evening, April 20. It will start at
8:00 p.m. and last until your lavorite beverage is gone.
Come on over and join us at the Sigma Nu house, 1007
Main.
BRING YOUR OWN MUG!
S.M.E.
There will be a Society of Mining Engineers meeting
Tuesday, April2S at 7:30p.m. In Room 107 of the Mining
Building. The speaker will be Dick Rouse, VicePresident of Operations for Freeman United Coal
Mining Co. Also election of officers will be held. A very
special thanks goes to outing chairman Jim Long and
all those who helped on the outing this semester.
ATl'ENTION ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
THE ANNUAL SPRING PICNIC for all graduate
students and their lamilies, girlfriends, etc., and et. al.
will be held this Saturday, April 22, 1978 at pavilion No.
2, Lion's Club Park. Activities start at 2:00 p.m. sharp,
wiih supper being held around 5:00 p.m. Each year the
graduate students from each department engage in
sporting events to determine the holder of the traveling
trophy.
SUPPORT YOURDEPARTMENTI
The supper and sporting events will be sponsored by
the Association of Graduate Students. All you need to
bring Is yourself, guests, a hungry appetite, and a
competitive spirit.

Preregistration lor students now enrolled In school
who will be returning lor the 1978 summer and-or 1978
Iall semester will run April 24 through April 28. For
lurther inlormatlon see instructions in the front 01 the
Fall Schedule 01 Classes which will be available in the
Registrar's Office April 20. Students who preregister
will be given an opportunity to pay fees prior to regular
registration.
NOTICE TOCLOCKWATCHERS
EIIective April 30, 1978 - Effective 2:00 a.m., Sun·
day, April 30, 1978, the University will convert from
Central Standard Time to Daylight Saving Time in
accordance with lederallaw the University will remain
on Daylight Saving Time untU 2:00 a.m., Sunday, Oc-

SUNDAE SUPREME

·
e

Scru mpdillyishus!
I

Hou rs: Do ily 10 a .m. t o 11 p.m.
Reg . U .S. Pot . Off .. Am . 0 .0

Corp (C) Copyright 1978 AM . D .O . Corp.

tober29~TEEN GREAT FILMS PRESENTS:
HARLAN COUNTY USA - Chronicles the efforts 01
180 coal mining lamilies to win a United Mine Workers
contract at the Brookside mine In Harlan County,
Kentucky. Thursday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. In the M.E.
Auditorium.
UMR TO OFFER MECHANICALENGINEER1NG

COURSE IN ST. LOUIS

A summer course, Mechanical Engineering 219:
Thermodynamics I, is going to be offered at Meramec
Community College on Monday and Thursday evenings,
IromJune5,I978throughJuly31,1978, at6 :30p.m. until
9:30p.m.
The course is lor engineering students transferring to
UMR, C<Hlp education students and all other students
that have the prerequisites of Calcuius and Analytic
Geometry III, Engineering Physics I, and Basic
Scientific Programming.
The 3 credit hour course is the study 01 energy
translormations and the relations of energy to the
status 01 matter. The lundamentallaws, concepts, and
modes of analysis which underlie all applications 01
energy conversion in Engineering will also be studied.
The instructor will be Dr. Harold Brandon. Dr.
Brandon is a UMR Mechanical Engineering Department approved instructor. He is the chiel stall scientist
with Technapac, Inc., specializing in Thermodynamics.
To register, contact: Frank Haston, Extension
Division,203 Rolla Building. Phone: 341-4204.
In St. Louis, contact: Robert Murray, MathEngineering Division, St. Louis Community CollegeMeramec, 11333 Big Bend Blvd., SI. Louis. Phone: 961>-

mo.
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8th St.. Rollo. Missouri 65401
Ramsey Bldg. Upstairs
This Ad ,Is Redeemable For $1.00 Towards Hair Styles

Give someone
a sundae to remember.
Munday through
Sunday, a McDonald's

Sundae makes any day. a
(un da~'! DeliCIOUS vandla
swirls covered With your
favonte toppmg!
Strrlwberry! Hot Caramel!

And eVNYbody's favorite,
Hot Fudge!
So, come on In and
treat yourself, and a fnend,
10 a rcal sundae ~peC1al. It's
the perfect way to tor off
anythmg.

WedoltaUfor_.

m~

1106 Kingshighway

VETERANS

Re-enrolling in Summer or Fail Semester? Now is the
time to act II you want your G.!. Bill Benefits ready lor
you.
Payments can be continued without interruption lor
Veterans attending this semester and planning to attend Summer '78 Semester, IF your certification lor
Summer is received by the V.A. six weeks in advance of
delivery date 01 June I, '78 check.
Veterans not attending school during Summer
Semester may receive a payment, lor first partial
month and next lull month 01 Fall Semester, on first day
01 Fall '78 Semester.
To receive this payment you must complete an Advance Payment Request which is lorwarded with your
certification lor Fall '78 Semester. These should be
lorwarded to V.A. at least 60 days prior to beginning 01
Fall '78 Semester.
How does a Vet get all 01 this done? Simply visit Mr.
Paul Smith's office, 103 Parker, ASAP in order that he
has ample time to meet the deadline imposed by the
V.A.
.
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION

Students interested in summer College Work St~dy
Program whether off or on campus, full - or part time should contact the Student Financial Aid Office,
106 Parker Hall on or before April 30. 1978. A student
financial aid application should be on hand or submitted. Contact SFAO for details.
William Randolph Hearst Foundation - Any high
school junior or senior is eligible provided he-she is
currently serving in an ELECTED capacity in one of
the following:
A. Student body preSident, vice preSident, secretary
or treasurer
B. Class president, vice preSident, secretary or
treasurer
C. Student council representative
Scholarship is valued at $1500 with more restrictions
on qualiliciations. Please contact Student Financial Aid
lor further details, 106 Parker Hall.

SMOKEY
and the

BANDIT

19'1&-'19 THETA TAU CALENDAR
Theta Tau Is now preparing the 1978-'19 school year
calendar. Any organization that wishes to have their
meeting dates or special events posted in the calendar
are asked to write down specific dates and times and
turn them Into the candy counter no later than April 28.

SUB

Calendar of Events

SUMMER SUB APPLICATIONS
The Student Union Board Is now taking applications

lor officers durtng the summer semester. Anyone interested in the offices of President, Director 01 Public
Relation, Director 01 Activities or Secretary should
apply. Applications are available at the Candy Counter.

ffi~

lHE INCREDIBLE

MELTING~

1IIIIIMANIIIII13
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Science Fair

A Pat On The Back ....

Eta Kappa Nu Wins
National Award
The Gamma Theta Chapter of
Eta Kappa Nu has been slected
the
national
outstanding
chapter for 76-71. The Gamma
Theta chapter actively participated in campus and local
activities. Among some of these
activities are: selling of EE
laboratory insurance; an EE
271 Hot Line; EE 61 & EE 63 Hot
Line; EE 271 Study Guide;
Parent's Day Tour Guides;
University Day Tour Guides;
Thought Twisters; Confucius
Says; EE T-Shirts; EE Faculty
& GTA Picture Directory; EE
Department picnic; Campus
Roundup; Rolla Junior Miss
Pageant
Wiring
Project;
Electrical Wiring for Needy
Rolla Family; Woodcutting for

Poor Phelps County families;
Candy Donation for . Boy's
Town; Area of Interest Survey;
Outstandin~ EE Senior award;
Advisor of the Year; Boy Scout
Merit
Badge
Instruction;
Science Fair Award; Wizard of
Id Award; Gamma Theta
Chapter 25th Anniversary
Award Celebration ; Student
Industry
Relations
Panel
Discussion Program; StudentIndustry
Relations
Panel
Discussion
Program,
Eta
Gappa Nu Industry Show; 25th
Anniversary
Banquet,
Discussion of Past Activites,
Chapter BBQ and Winery
Tours. This has been a truly
active year in the life of Eta
KappaNu.

Sigma - Pi Sigma'
Commended
The University of MissouriRolla Chapter of Sigma Pi
Sigma, the national physics
honor SOCiety, was one of 58

Recital
Postponed
The faculty-alumni recital
featuring vocal selections by
Joel Kramme, instructor in
music and alumnus Joe Ferry,
violinist, has been postponed
from Sunday, April 23, to
Sunday, May 7, 8 p.m. Room 101
of the Old Cafeteria.

chapters commended for the
strong program it has maintained since its installation on
Jan. 11, 1950. The chapter was
designated as a 300 member
chapter of the Society.
Sfgma Pi Sigma, which was
founded in 1921, has 300 chapters at college campuses in 45
states plus the District of
Columbia. The Society was
founded to recognize outstanding
scholastic
achievement by students in
physics. It currently has over
43,000
members, including
alumni.

Missouri Miner Staff
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication 01 the students of
th~ Uni~ersi!y of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
MlSsoun. ThIS MISSOURI MINER leatu res activities of the students
and laculty 01 UMR.

Brian W. Kavanaugh (364-9885)
Editor.ln-<:hie(
John Martine (364-9769)
Business Manager
John W. Stoddard (364-5598)
AdvertiSing Director
Ed Latimer (364-9885)
Features Editor
Ed Burford (364-9792)
Photo Editor
Bill Frank (364-8115)
Sports Stall
Dr. Curtis Adams (341-4809)
Faculty Advisor
Stall Personnel: R. Burchett, H. Burford, L. Ponzer. C. Ransom, T.
Ziegler, G. Maurer, D. Emily. S. Sontag, C. Sullivan, M. Kolbet, M.
Haslett, K. Downer, T. Lewis. w. Silver, D. Weaver. J . Crow, M.
Knaup, P . Pollock, M. Richardson, M. Tegetholl. D. Vost, M. Murphy
Paul D. Andrew (364-9885)
Miner Office Phon e: 341·4235.

Subscriptions are available to the general re adership at a rate of $3.00
per semester.
Articles and photos for publication in the MlN ER must be in by 9 p.m .
on the Monday before printing on Thursday ,
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Approximately 60 special
awards
were
announced
Saturday, April 15, at final
ceremonies of the 22nd annual
South Central Missouri Science
and Engineering Fair at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Three high school seniors who
partiCipated in the fair were
nominated
for
Curator's
scholarships which may be used
at any of the University of
Missouri's four campuses. The
seniors are Kay Anderson,
Potosi, David Greenshields,
Salem and David Basford, St.
James.
In addition to the scholarships, the two grand prizes and
first, second and third place
prizes in each of the 11 fair
categories, special awards
were made
Mark Dixon, Hartville, is the
winner of the first grand prize
Dixon, a high school senior,
continued to break precedent at
the UMR Fair. Last year he was
the first Grand Prize winner to
have won that award a second
year. In winning the top prize
again this year, he has
established a record that will be
hard to match.
His exhibit was entitled "In
Vitro, " a study of biomedical
and carcinogenic significance
of
clinically
diagnosed

THE PYTHRSOR£RN TH[ORUI
MRGlC SOUARIS

mutagenic activity in aqueous
solutions and feces. It was
entered in the medicine and
health field. His entry last year
was in the field of microbiology
and the exhibit he brought to the
fair in his sophomore year was
entered in the medicine and
health field, also.
Dixon is the son of Elder and
Mrs. Will J. Dixon, Route I,
Hartville. He plans to attend
Southwest
Missouri
State
University in Springfield next
year and work toward an M.D.
degree and a Ph. D. degree in
biochemistry .
Grand prjze this year is a

trophy and a trip to the International
Science
and
Engineering Fair at the
Anaheim Convention Center,
Orange County, Calif., May 914.

Second grand prize winner is
Mike Poe, a student at Gainsville High School. His award
winning exhibit was entered in
the field of botany.
The fair is sponsored by
UMR, the St. James LeaderJournal, the Gasconade County
Republican in Owensville, The
Washington Missourian, the
Licking News, the Rolla Daily
News and radio stations KTrR
and KZNN, Rolla.

(Miner News

)

Brazilia-n Coaches Hold
Soccer Workshop
Area
students,
parents,
coaches, and anyone interested
in the game of soccer are invited to attend a soccer
workshop Monday, April 24,
from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building on the University of
Missouri-Rolla campus.
The workshop will be conducted by Brazilian soccer
coaches Marinho Busto Queiroz
and Luiz Jose Caldas Franca.
Both men have had careers as
players as well as coaches in
Brazil. They are part of a group
of six professional Brazilian
soccer coaches brought to this
country to foster cooperative
relations between Brazil and
America. The program is
sponsored by Coca Cola-U.S.A.
and Partners of the Americas.
Local participation in order to
promote an interest in soccer in
this area is provided by the
Ozarks Coca Cola Bottling Co.
of Rolla, Rolla Optimist Club
and the UMR athletic department. The local coordinating
agency is the University of
Missouri-Rolla Center for International Programs and
Studies.
There is no charge for the
workshop and those attending
will receive a free brochure on
the game of soccer.
In addition to the workshop,
the two coaches will hold clinic
sessions in the Rolla junior and
senior high school physical
education classes Monday
morning and afternoon and
Tuesday morning.
A musical program by Rolla
school children will be held .

from 10 to 10:30 a.m. Monday in
the Rolla School Administration
Building: The public is welcome
to attend the program which is
directedbyLindaRu~es.

During their 21h month visit
to this country, the two coaches
will conduct clinics and
workshops in Texas, Oklahoma,

Tennessee,
Connecticut,
Pennsylvania and New York as
well as this type of program
presented as various schools in
Missouri between April 16 and
30.
For further information about
the workshop or program, call
UMR's CIPS office 341-4206.

Dr. Joiner Is Named
Advisor Of Year"
II

Dr. James' W. Joiner,
of
associate
professor
mathematics, has been named
"Adviser of the Year" at the
University of ~issouri-Rolla.
The award was presented at
luncheon ceremonies Wednesday, April 19, in the UMR
University Center.
Dr. Joiner was nominated for
the honor by members of the
Venezuelan
Student
Association. He was chosen
"Adviser of the Year" by an
anonymous committee of impartial judges.
In the letter of nomination,
the 8(}.member group of
Venezuelan students cited Dr.
Joiner for "learning our ways,
our culture, our manner of
talking .... In our moments of
frustration and feeling of
isolation, our adviser has come
forward and stimulated us to be
positive, creative and competitive in a university that
could easily lose us in its rapid
advances."

The letter continues, "He has
instilled in us through special
tutorial sessions and private
counseling, a desire to improve
ourselves academically in this
fine school. He has become our
guide and inspiration because
of his own fine academic
achievments. "
The group also lauded Dr.
Joiner for the amount of time he
spends with the members and
their activities and his efforts to
help them and their families
become integrated into the
community as well as the
campus.
Dr. Joiner received his B.S.
degree at Southeast Missouri
State University, an M.A.
degree from Chicago, and M.S.
degree from UMR and his
Ph.D. degree from Georgia
Peabody College for Teachers.
He has been a member of the
UMR faculty since 1959 and has
been adviser to the Venezuelan
(Continued on page 4)
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UMR Theatre Guild Presents
THE MOUSETRAP
UMR Theatre Gulld will
present
Agatha
Christte's
classic murder mystery THE
MOUSETRAP on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday April '¥T,
28 and 29 at 8 p.m. In Sl Pat's
Ballroom.
TIle play Is set In Mookswell
Manor Guest House wbere GUes
and Mollie Ralston are awattlng
the arrIvat of their first guests.
A bUzzard Is raging and the five
guests barely manage to arrive
before they are snowed In:
ChrIstopber Wren, an unusual
young man who claims to be an
arcbitect; Mrs. Boyle, baughty
and artstocratic, who Is very
displeased when she discovers
that there Is no "Indoor staff";
Major Metcalf - apparently
the only normal person In the
group; MIss Casewell, who at 24
loots 40 and frequently speaks

Faculty

Member Dies
UMR
Professor
of
Psychology
William
John
Murphy died on March 23, 1978
at age 57. He was born on April
24 in 1~. Mr. Murphy
received his Bachelor's degree
at the University of Detroit in
1942.
He
completed
his
education at the University of
Kansas by obtaining his
masters in 1944. During his
coUege years he was an active
member in Lamba Chi Alpha
Fraternity.
During Professor Murphy's
32-year tenure at UMR. he was
made an honorary knight of St.
Patrick in 1947. He was married
to Rosemary Sue Crumpler, a
native of Rolla and former St.
Pat's queen, in 1948. Murphy
was also an advisor to the
RoUamo Board and Director of
the Drama Club. He was a
member of St.
Patricks
Catholic Church.
Survivors include:
Three sons, William J.
Murphy Jr. graduate of UMR in
1970.
Daniel
Murphy.
a
graduate of SMS and David
Murphy, a graduate student in
Psychology at UMR. One
brother, Dr. Jerome P . Murphy
of Phoenix, Arizona.
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bitterly and cryptically about
her past. Mr. Paravlclnl arrives
unexpectedly out of the stonn.
He Is Oamboyant, mysterious
and bas an eye for the ladles.
WbeII everyone bas settled In
and the snow bas cut the group
off from the outside world a
Detectlve Sergeant Trotter
arrives - on slds - with the
disturbing
news
that
a
bomicldai maniac may be at

Monkswell Manor bunting his
next victim. Who Is the klller?
Who Is his Intended vlctlm?
Why? ChrIstie bas liberally
sprinkled the script with clues
and red-berrlngs. See If you can
outguess Sergeant Trotter and
be the first to dlscover
"WHODUNIT"! Tickets will be
on sate all this week and next In
the New student Union. Come
see THE MOUSETRAP -IT'S
A THRILLER!!!

Pops Concert
University
of
MissouriRoUa's Concert Band will
present a Pops Concert Sunday.
April 23, at 3 p.m. on the UMR
Mall near the UniverSity
Center. Director is Dr. David
Oakley, associate professor of
music.
Everyone is invited to bring
the family to enjoy this concert
of light music. Selections will
include a couple of overtures,
three works from films and

television,
four
marches
representing four different
styles and some jazz.
There is no admission charge
for the concert but UMR's
auxiliary enterprises will seU
popcorn, ice cream and various
soft drinks to enhance the enjoyment of music.
In case of inclement weather,
the concert will be presented in
Centennial
Hall
of
the
University Center East.

Mountaineering #1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEERING
What is mountaineering all about? Funny you should ask
l?~use we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little
cOillCldences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art.
Yet anyone . with a thirst for excellence and normally
developed
skills can master it. Simply study .
and follow them faithfully.-",
..
......
J..UoU.LlJ.J.VJLJ..UClJJ..Cl

~..q\\

(Continued from page 1)

Advisor of Year
Student Association for the past
two years.
Also recognized at the luncheon were four other "Adviser
of the Year" finalists. First
runner-up was Dr. Leonard F .
Koederitz, associate professor
of petroleum engineering and
adviser for Kappa Sigma
fraternity . Second runner-up
was Dr. Charles A. SorreU,
ceramic
professor
of
engineering and adviser of
Keramos, national professional
ceramic engineering fraternity.
Third runner-up was Katherine
Jenks, instructor in psychology
and adviser for the UMR
PanheUenic Council.
Fifth
runner-up was Dr. Harvey H.
Grice. professor of chemical
engineering and, for the past 10
years, adviser of the student
chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
There are approximately ISO
student
organizations
on
campus whose faculty advisers
are eligible for 'omination to
the honor.

3

Now for
ttricky
Neophytes,
up: the proper
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will
the cold, invigorating taste of
the mountain
come to a head.

Don't just reach for a beer.

Head for the mountains.
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Proposed Student Activity Fees
By PAUL D.ANDREW
Each semester that a student
pays the incidental fees he is also
required to pay what is called a
student activity fee. The revenue
generated by this fee is cycled

back to the students in the form of
Student Union Board events, the
St . Pat's Board, and the
remaining organizations shown
on this page and following .
What are shown here are the
Proposed Student Activity Fee

Budgeted

Budgeted

Category

Cate or
Previous Year(1977-78}
Salaries
Fees ~ Honoraria
Trave I
Commun i cat i cns
Uti II ties
Printin
Su lies Pro ram
E ui ent
Oth."
Other:
TOTAL

Previous Ve.r(1977-78)

Salaries

Fees

&

Amount Spent
( Jq]7-78)
<0107

<.

Balance

(1977-78)
.A',

Honoraria

..

Proposed Budget

for 197&-79
••

<.

Trave 1
Cctnmunlc.atlons

Utilities
Prlntinq

20
1 1
2 8
6 68
24 868

Budgets, subm itted by the
respective organizations. Any
student having a concern for any
or a II of these proposed budgets
should contact the Dean of
Student Affairs, Dean Ponder, In
Room No. 102, Parker Hall.

Supplies
EQuipment

22

61

Oth." Insuran
Other:
TOTAL

nn
~

•

4.1lJl D1l
...n

.'00 no

.".

on . " n

-<

ln

_<?l?n
• 7
7

-<B.lA

..s.a~

<
<" '"
<AIO nn

...s.2.9.. 5Ji9..ll!L

« n .• 70 . 7

-<L 1< • . 7'

_n_

, . <n

nn

H

<7 no . nn

'A I 0
17

" •. nn

(Continued on page 6)
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Proposed Student Activity Fees
Continued from page 5

Budgeted
1

&

Amount" Spent

(1977-78)
6 700
160

Previous Year{ 1977-78)

Cateoory
Salaries

Fees

Student
. Soc
. & Rec .

7 400

Honoraria

1

Travel
Conmun j ca t i cns

?

St Pat'sBoard
Balance

(1977-78)
700
.0 40

Proposed Budg et

for 1978-1!l
7 400
..5.000
1 Rnn

.51
1M

7"0

%0

,,;n

<n

7no

,00
.BOO

"0O
'0

?

[7q

.800
< . onn

'<;(1

Uti 1 i ties
Pr i ntinQ

Supp l ies

. R1'

70 0
nnn

~quij)!tl~nt

Other: Snj

;nn
:00
'On1Q

Pr ,n

Oth er: r-Hsc,
TOTAL

;no .
4c~479

?n . " ' "

1

.0 ,0'

Budgeted

Amocn t Spen t

(1977-78)
1 200. 00

Previous Year(1977-78}
, 0'". vv

Ca teQorv

Sa ' ance
( 1977-78)

Proposed Budget

for 1978-li
? 100 00

Fees & Hon ora r ia

Trave 1

500. 00
500 . 00

Communication s
Uti I i ties
PrintinQ
Supp l i es

Other:
• Other:

*

lob.UO

Equipment

?so 00
."'"-

110 SO

18D-.JZ

23.500 .00
2 500.00

23 500. OJ)_
SO·

?A

500 00

276 . 00

Oon on

?

TOTAL

* ,Jbtl .

son nn
,IVb.

Budgeted

Amount Spent

~"t-e.a..t-te"s~_I ..

-----------

t:i_e5_Non-V rS1ty Sports S2212.

PrintinQ
Suppl i es

550.00
350.00
l-EQu1pmen-t-Servl. es S2175.00
Other: Advertl.z ng >60.00
Other: Contl.nge cy S200.00
.uv
-T01"!\~ "ppropr1 tl.ons ~"L
l'U"l'AL :
Sll ,88" . VV

................
:
STUDENT
:
:

ROOMS

:

: (Male & Female) :
: See Classified Ad :
: For More Information:
:
341-4741 or
:
:
341-3359
:

( 1977- 78)
$1405.91
51202.00
S321. 80

----------

o

$2120.00
..sl.2(j.00
.vO
>:
S .. 54" .
>60 . 00

--- --

I S2375.00

,",,/0."/1

Fee s &
Trave I
Commun i cat i ons
Ut iii ties
Printin_9_
owers
Suppl i es
E_quipment ~at ln
I:)anas
Other:
Other: ~e _ -up
TOTAL

-00-

ouu

ouO

ovv
,OZ4

ovo

000
900
,000
",0
, v,'
4,454

,0,"

4,4Z4

,4Z4

Ba 1ance

P reposed Budget

.(1977-78)
for 1978-79
51400 . 00
S581.09
IS348.00
_$1250.00
S450.00
-S21.80

-------$92.00
~330.00

: >128.00
S! l5 • 0
0
.§. 200.00
S12S.00
S2-'08.29

Amoun t Spent
(1977- 78)
SO

Balance
(1977-78)

00
40

to

Proposed Budget
for 1978-7 q
SO
SO
SO
00

,U

Ou
4UU

200

ovv
oou

DV

O,U

"u

SUB-General Lectures

-- -----

52300.00
S330 . 00
. vO
>6
.VV
> 01
>60 . 00
.-5 <'" .00
>2500 . 00
512312.00

Budge ted
Ca teQory
Previous Year( 1977-78)
Sa lar i es'
3 500
Fees & Honoraria
Trave 1
Co.ilmun i cat i ons
350
Ut iii ties
Print i nQ
Suppl i es
2 600
fau LpiTlen t
3 100
,o.non
Other:C"nr-"r h
Other:On!- ";"",..
or .
_.noo
TOTAL
" . <;00

G & D STEAKHOUSE

~I~L~T

Proposed Budget
for 1978-79
200

100

Budgeted
Ca teQo r y
Previous Year( 19"77- ]8)
Sa l aries
SO
Fees & Honoraria
Travel
100
Communications
Ut iii ties
z,u
P ri ntinQ
ZUU
Su lies
Other: L.arry ove
Other:
TOTA

,6 50.00
,000. 00

Student Council
Ca teoory
IPrevious Year(1977-78)
'"'0 .·V'
Sa 1ad es
Fees & Honoraria ~rS50. 00
,-'
UU. uu
Trave 1

Ba lance
( 1977-78)

Queens
Honoraria

~u~ment

rr
Sprv;,

Amoun t Spent
(1977-78)

~~~~H~~

Assoc of Grad Students

RoUarno
Sa l a ri es

Ca teQorv

Budgeted
Previous Year( 1977-78}

2

$ 21

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily 7 Days A Week

t.••••••••••••••

sophomores & juniors

f.mount Spent
(1977-76)
3 500

Sa 1ance
( 1977-78)
n

,nn

(?on

300
.61
l7.QOO
1.snn

? 300
. 500
13 . 000

?h

100

,nn

17 1 nn

Proposed Budget
fo' 19 78- 79,

7M

~nn

2 700
0

?1. 000
r:nn
1<?M

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

New-from Craig's
P()werplay® linefor the best Sound
in car stereo.

SUMlER JOBS
LIFE
AFTER COLLEIE
Army ROTC offers you a no-obligation, si xweek summer lea dersh ip program at Fort
Knox, Ky.
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity
to enter advanced ROTC next fall. That
means extra income ($2,500 during your
last two years of college) and leads to your
commission as an Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers you new career
opportunities after college - part-time as a
leader in Reserve while employed in the
civilian community or full-time on active duty.
For details and an interview appointment,
contact:

Bldg. T-2

Military Science Dept,
Ph: 341-4741

THE ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.
FOR THE GOODLIFE.

NOW-IN-DASH CASSETTE
POWERPLAY -EXCLUSIVELY FROM CRAIG.
• Local /distance/ mono switch
• 12 watts per channel
• Locking fast-forward· and rewind
• Automatic eject whenever power is removed from unit
• AFC for drift-free FM reception

Come in and listen to the Powerplay Sound today!

Limited Time Only!
Free Power Play Speakers With Craig T680

0f(,e 0oC:1nd
CeDterv
ahead and ask us"
~~Go

Hwy. 72 E.

Rolla, Mo.

364·77 15
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Tony Connors, British Poet, Returns
British Poet Tony Connors
brought his poetry back to UMR
for the second time. He
previously gave a reading here
three years ago.
His enjoyable British accent
brought the world he grew up
,

"' " " " ..... """""'. Mony

of Connor's poems concerned
his growing up In an English
Industrial Society. His poems
told of the horrors of nightly
bombings and daily hunts for
German schrapnel.
Many different sides of Tony
Connors was seen as several
poems focused on life and other

I::~:

8's Cafe

"Can I bum a drink? - my wife just lett me.
I ain't got DO" mooey or notbiIul." be said
"I feel 80 lonesome; I got DOWberetostay."

few drunks watcblng the Starllgbt Movie;
My98lf ID-tumed, with mudl tmre8d
"Can 1 bum a drink? -my wife Just lett me."
A

= == ==Tony Connors=====

UMRStudent

A

,

By TERRI LEWIS

Many UMR students
spent the spring vacation
In Florida, relaxing and
soaking up the sun, but
few of them made the
time as worthwhile as
Tom Pile.
A junior In Comp Sci,
member of Kappa Alpha
fraternity, APO, and
former member of Beta
Chi Sigma, Tom, known
as
to
his
friends
"Gomer", spent spring
break
with
several
students from UMR on
Pensacola
Beach,
Florida. One afternoon,
the beach strewn with
lazy vacationers enjoying
the sun, a young man and
a young woman both
apparently began having
difficulty
swimming.
From among a crowd of
over
30
indifferent
onlookers, Pile was the
only person with either
enough presence of mind .
or enough initiative to
react to their screams.
He made two trips out
through the heavy surf,
bringing in first the man,
who Iiad to be taken to a
hospital, and then the
girl, whose condition was
somewhat less critical.
In this day when so
many people refuse to
become Involved, refuse
to show concern for the
welfare of others, we feel
that Tom deserves a
special
word
of
recognition for his efforts.

Of

Tale

My bead Is full of people I !mow
too well. I want to f()l'llel Instead
"I feel 80 lonesome; I got nowbereto,
'ltay"
A gunman 8IIOOt8. "I drove tromlowa
bere." A I!1I81eCUlpper 18 filled with lead
"I feel 80 lonesome; 1 got DOWbereto
stay."

"Mind If 1 come bome and talk
It Is JJke abOOk, or tile· troubled
"Can I bum a drink? - my wife
I feel 80 l~; 1 got

TVtlO

Part.

Part I

The following Is a true fantasy taken from the best selling
book "Fantasies: How to
Amuse Yourself. "
Joe Mmer opened his eyes to
the sun filtering through his
shade. One glance at his alarm
clock told him it was time to get
up. Joe tossed the idea of
skipping class around in his
head, but finally decided to go.
He rolled out of bed and lumbered down the hall to take his
morning shower.
Joe felt good today for some
unknown reason, and that was a
rarity for Monday morning. He
was trying to figure out why he
felt good as he readied himself
for the shower. With his hand on
the water faucet, Joe braced
himself for the cold water. The
hot water was always gone by
the time Joe took his shower. He
turned the faucet and had
already grabbed his shoulders
in the "shivering position"
when he suddenly realized that
the water was hot! And what's
more, there was a fuJI bar of
soap in the dish! Say, things
were going good today! Joe
perked up at his new stroke of
luck, finished his shower, dried
off, dressed and left to get his
usual crappy breakfast.
People in the cafeteria were

downstown

buzzing excitedly as Joe
stepped Into the cafeteria, and
he was puzzled. He asked the
person In front of him In line
what all the fever was about.
"We've got ham and eggs with
bacon for breakfast! " , came
the reply. Joe was awestruck.
He'd heard so much about that
food. He orten wandered
what it looked like. People on
his floor used to talk about
having it back home for breakfast, but Joe had figured that
this new bacon foOd hadn't
made it to Rolla's dorms as of
yet.
The meal turned out to be
delicious and Joe really liked
that bacon food. He hopped out
of the dining room to go to class.
The Statics class was already
there when Joe arrived, but Joe
had made it on time today another first. The teacher
strolled in a little late and
started to hand out a pop quiz.
The
class
moaned
but
nonetheless cleared their desks.
Joe got his quiz and quickly
took a look at it. He couldn't
believe his eyes - it was just
like Problem No. 3 he had
worked last night! He chuckled
at his good fortune and ripped
through the quiz in nothing flat.
Joe got up early to turn his
quiz In and met Bill just coming
(Continued on page 11)
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DOWbere to

By ED LATIMER
The followtnng Is a true story
taken from the so-so selling
book "Rolla Life: How to
Depress Yourself."
Bill Miner opened his eyes to
the sun filtering through his

shade. One glance at his alarm
clock told him he was going to
be late for Statics class again.
Bill tossed the idea of skipping
class around his head but
finally decided to go. He rolled
to get to the edge of his bed but
miscalculated and fell on the
floor with a resounding thump.
"Hello, world," mumbled Bill
as he picked himself up and
lumbered down the hall toward
the showers.
Bill felt absolutely terrible
today and blamed It on Monday
morning, but deep down he
knew it was some unknown
reason. He pondered why he felt
so bad as he readied himself for
his shower. Bill turned the
faucet on and got a good start as
he found out that all the hot
water was gone. He reached for
the soap but there was none
there. Deciding that this wasn't
going to be a good shower, Bill
turned the water off and began
to towel down. He thought about
going to the bathroom but
figured that something would

go wrong with that, toO, and so
stumbled back to his room to
dress.

People In the cafeteria were
grumbling as Bill stepped Into
the cafeteria. He read the sign
for the breakfast meal : " Fried
Eggs and Rolls."
" Not again, " Bill mumbled.
But he figured it was better
than nothing - maybe.
The line was long for some
reason and just as Bill wasgetting close to the front, one of
the cooks carne out and changed
the sign to read : " Fried Eggs
and Burnt Rolls." A loud cry
erupted from the line. Bill
figured he had had enough and
walked out to go to Statics.
The class was already in
progress when Bill carne In. He
met Joe who was just coming
out and heard Joe say that the
quiz was easy. "Great. A
Statics quiz," thought Bill.
"This just makes my day." He
shuffled In and picked up a quiz.
It may as well have been
written In Chinese, for Bill
hadn't done any homework for
days.
OUtside In the halls, Bill
finally decided it was time to go
the bathroom since he decided
not to go while back In the
dorms. Coming out of the
(Continued on page 11)

by Tim Downs

YouR DATA CAROS.
" IF Ym) HA\IE NO

just lett me,

Students
Bill Miner

ByEDLA~

to yOU?" dead.

stay."

Joe Miner

Saves Two
Uves

"MIster, you 100II: like a friend -aguy

who's seen _
trouble. '!bey call me Fred.
can I IIUJD a drink? - my wife just lett me."

Tony's most Recent Book Ten Villanelles, off of the Book
Press was his featured part of
the reading. The villanelle Is a
particular poetry type with
repeating lines. As a means of
introducing the readers to Tony
Connors and to his poetry the
following is a poem from his
most recent book.

''IF '(t)U HA\IE NO
ORANGE CR BLUE

CARD, 'tOUR WFE IS
WrTl-IOVT mEfN ING
AND ~UR 'JER'(
EX\5reNCE. LS
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.
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EARLY IN Il-IE
mORNING ..•
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Alpha Epsilon Pi
The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
proudly present Miss Betty Schwartz as their Greek Week Queen
candidate.
Betty, a lovely 19 year old blonde
Is currenUy attending Miss Hickey's
Secretarial School In st. Louis, from
whlch she plans to graduate near the
end of April. Betty Is Originally from
Jefferson City, Missouri, where she
attended Jefferson City High School.
Betty enjoys working with people
and In the past she has worked with
the Easter Seal Society. Some of her
other Interests are swimming and
music.
We of Alpha Epsilon Pi feel that
Betty's outgoing personality and
attractiveness make her an excellent choice for Greek Week
Queen.

JEANNE HUFF
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Greek Week '78 has the honor of
Miss Jeanne Huff as a lovely Queen
candldate representing the men' of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
The charming and beautiful Miss
Huff is an attractive five foot two
Inch young lady with brown hair. At
the age of nineteen Jeanne travels to
Rolla from Independence to attend
pariy weekends. When not at U .M.R.
our candidate is working in In·
dependence at B.M.A. as a payroil
clerk. Jeanne enjoys sewing but
prefers water skiing, boating, and
being outdoors when the weather
permits.
.The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon feel
that Jeanne is an ideal choice for
Greek Week Queen and are proud to
have such a candidate. We hope the
Gods agree.

,JULIE

BOX'" ....

Lambda Chi Alpha
The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha proudly present as their
candidate for the Queen of Greek
Week, Miss Julie Denise Boxell.
Julie is a sophomore co-ed at UMR
majoring
in
Metallurgical
Engineering. She has helped in
founding the third sorority at UMR,
Sigma Chi Omega, where she
presenUy holds the office of VicePresident. She is also a member of
the Crescents and Is currently the
Pledge Trainer. Julie also enjoys
playing Baskethall and Softball. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Boxell of Wentzville,
Missouri. We feel that Julie would
make an excellent Greek Week
Queen because of her natural beauty
and excellent personality.

Pi Kappa Phi
The Brothers of tbe Gamma
Lambda Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity proudly pr~nt Dawna
Marlene Brown of High Ridge, Mo .•
as our candidate for Greek Week
Queen. 1978.
Dawna has been very active at
Northwest High School. being ill'
volved in many extra curricular
activities. Some of these are Honor
Society. FHA. Junior Achievement.
Explorers and working on the school
newspaper. She also enjoys dancing.
campaign. live theatre and working
with animals.
Over the summer. Dawna plans to
work part-time at a Cerebral-Palsy
camp and next fall she plans to start
work on her Ceramic Engineering
degree here at UMR.

Kappa Sigma
The men of Kappa Sigma are
proud to present Kris Schwieder as
our 1978 Greek' Week Queen can·
didate. Kris Is a sophomore from
Steelville, Mo., attending Southwest
Mo. State University. where she is
majoring in Physical Education.
Her interests Include virtually all
sports. canoeing. camping and
partying. With her outgOing personality and friendliness we feel she
would be an excellent choice to reign
over this year's Greek Week
festivities.

SUSEE GRANT
Phi Kappa Theta
The men of Phi Kappa Theta
proudly present their Greek Week
Queen Candidate. Susee Grant.
Formerly a student here at UMR,
Susee now lives in Prairie Village.
Kansas. When not working full-time
at the YMCA Athletic Department.
she spends her spare time playing
racquetball. water skiing. dancing,
and enjoying party weekends at
Rolla.
While in school at UMR. she
majored in Geological Engineering
and was actively involved in the
Little Sister Organization 01 Phi
Kappa Theta. among other campus

KAREN McCOY
Sigma ChI Omega
Sigma Chi Omega is proud to
present Miss Karen McCoy as our
very first queen candidate. Karen, a
sophomore here at UMR In
Engineering Management, is from
Wheaton, Illinois, a suburb of
Chicago. When Karen isn't busy with
school and working on our new
sorority, she likes to swim, dance,
listen to music and eat pickles.
Karen's outgOing personality and
beautiful looks make her dear to us
and we know she'd grace any coUri
as its queen.

GINA PRUITT
Alpha Phi Alpha
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity very proudly present our
1978 Greek Week Queen candidate,
Ms. Gina Pruitt. Gina hails from
FlOrissant, Missouri, and is a
graduate of Northwest High School.
A senior Chemical Engineering
major at UMR, she will be
graduating in May. She served as
parliamentarian for ASS during 1977
and was a member of the organizing
committee for the National Society
of Black Engineers. Ms. Pruitt is
also a member of the University
Chamber Choir and Alpha Xi Sigma,
a professional chemistry fraternity.
Her later plans include obtaining her
MBA.
On the lighter side Ms. Pruitt
enjoys singing, playing the plano,
and raiSing plants. Never before has
there been a more talented and
lovely candidate!
Ms. Gina Pruitt; Greek Week
Queen - 1978.

LINDA SCOTT
SigmaNu
The brothers of Sigma Nu
Fraternity are proud to present
Linda Scott as their 1978 Greek Week
Queen Candidate.
Linda is a 1974 graduate of
Mehlville Senior High School in St.
Louis. Some of her high school activiti"'i include cheer leading, pep
club, school newspaper. and Girls
Athletic Association. She attended
Meramec Junior College. majoring
in psychology.
We feel that this lovely. outgoing.
blue-eyed brunette would make the
ideal Greek Week Queen.

activities.

KAREN BIGUM
Acacia
The men of Acacia are proud to
announce our candidate for Queen of
Greek Week '78. Karin Bigum.
Karin. a senior at Mehlville High
School. SI. LouiS. will be attending
her second Greek Week Celebration.
She likes dancing. sports. and is
currently interested in the field of
journalism. Because of her charm
and outgoing personality. we feel
Karin would make an excellent
choice for Greek Week Queen.

Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
believes Susee is a fine candidate for
of
the
Greek
Week
Queen
Festivities, and know she will reign
well should she be privileged enough
to be chosen.

as our
candidate.

miningtngi~

daughter 01 [
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interest and e
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KIM DEBASIO
Sigma Tau Gamma
The men of Sigma Tau Gamma
proudly present as their nominee for
GW queen, Miss Kim DeBasio,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
DeBasio Jr., St. Louis. Miss DeBasio
is a senior at Lindbergh High School,
and is active in the National Honor
Society and Pep Club there. Next
year she plans to attend University
of Missowi-Columbia, majoring in
Interior
Design
and
Home
Economics. Her interests Including
snow skiing,
gymnastics and
swimming.
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BARB KING
Pi Kappa Alpha
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha feel
that they have found an excellent
Greek Week Queen Candidate in
Miss Barbara King.
Barb is a striking 20 year old who
halls from SI. Louis. The 5' 6"
brunette is presenUy a senior at the
Jewish Hospital School of Nursing.
In her spare time she enjoys
swimming, dancing, and camping.
We feel that Barb's warm smile
and charming personality would
make her an excellent choice for the
1978 Greek Week Queen.

The men of Kappa Alpha are
proud to present Miss Andrea Green
as our 1978 Greek Week Queen
candidate. Andrea, a junior in ·
mining .engineering at UMR, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Bruce
Green of Rolla.
This
striking
blonde-haired,
brown-eyed young lady shows her
interest and enthusiasm by heing an
active member of Kappa Delta
Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega, Society
of Mining Engineers, and the
Daughters of Lee, our own little
sister organization. Andrea also
loves sports, particularly tennis,
racquetball, and swimming.
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha feel
that with her wonderful personality
and lovely appearance, Andrea
would make an excellent choice for
the 1978 Greek Week Queen.

KAREN LUCAS

JULIA YUHAS

LINDA PEROTTA
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Men of Tau Kappa Epsilon
take great pride in presenting Miss
Linda Marie Perotta as their Greek
Week '78 Queen Candidate.
Linda, a 19-year-old, brown-eyed
brunette, is a fine product of her
upbringing on "The Hill" in SI. Louis
and is a '77 graduate of Rosati-Kain
HighSchool.
Currently employed at Data
Preparation Inc. in Brentwood,
Linda finds enjoyment in softball,
camping, and especially volleyball,
where she excels.
With Linda's charm and beauty,
she would be an excellent choice to
reign over the Greek Week
festivities.

Beta Sigma Phi
The men of Beta Sigma Psi
proudly present as a gift to the
Greek Gods, Miss Julia A. Yuhas,
our Greek Week Queen candidate for
1978. Julia, a charming 18 year old
from Sugar Creek, Missouri, Is
majoring in chemical engineering
here at UMR. The hazel eyed,S' 6"
beauty is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Yuhas of Sugar Creek.
In her spare time, Miss Yuhas enjoys tennis, bicycling, and dancing.
Julia is actively inyolved - in
AICHE, Intercollegiate Knights, and
the honorary fraternity, Phi Eta
Sigma. Because of Julia's fine
qualities and high ideals, we, the
men of Beta Sigma PSi, feel she
would be an excellent choice as
queen to reign over the Greek
games.

PAULA YOWELL

SHEILA DEMP EY
Triangle
The men of Triangle are proud to
announce their queen candidate,
Sheila Dempsey. Sheila is a native of
Hazelwood, Mo., where she enjoys
her favorite pastimes of swimming
and bicycling. We feel that with
Shelia's brighUuI and sincere personality she will be a fine represen·
tative during the Greek festivities.

Delta Sigma Phi
We, the men of Delta Sigma Phi,
are proud to present Paula Yowell
as our candidate for Greek goddess
of love and beauty. Paula is a
resident of Rolla and is presently
employed at Rolla State Bank.
Paula enjoys horseback riding,
tennis and the outdoors. We feel that
with Paula's charm and beauty that
she is to be the Greek goddess of love
and beauty .

Kappa Delta
The Epsilon Alpha chapter of
Kappa Delta is pleased to announce
their Greek Week Queen Candidate,
Miss Karen Lucas. Karen is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. WUliam J.
Lucas of Festus, MO. She is a junior
majoring in Electrical Engineering
at UMR, and is involved in many
activities.
PresenUy,
Karen
serves as Treasurer of Kappa Delta
and is a member of SWE, IEEE, and
the General Lectures committee of
the Student Union Board. In the past
she was the Assistant Treasurer and
held many appointed offices at
Kappa Delta. Her favorite hobbles
are readlng and playing golf. The
sisters of Kappa Delta feel that
Karen is an excellent choice for
queen and that she would grace any
god's court.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha proudly presents
Tamara Jelaine Ball as our Greek
Week Queen candidate. Tammy is a
sophomore majoring in Civil
Engineering. She enjoys horseback
ridlng,
camping
and
stamp
collecting.
Tammy Is involved In many
campus activities. She Is our ritual
chairman and house manager of the
annex. Tammy Is the secretary of
her pledge class In APO. She is the
historian of the Society of Women
Engineers and a member of the
American
Society
of
Civil
Engineers. Because of Tammy's
overall
enthusiasm
and
participation, we the sisters of Zeta Tau
Alpha believe that she is an ex·
cellent choice for a 1978 Greek
Goddess.

Sigma Pi
The brothers of Sigma Pi proudly
Introduce you to our Greek Week
Queen Candidate, Miss Susan
Montez Davis. Susan, who resides in
Rolla , and works as a medical
assistant al Stricker Clinic, has been
a common figure at Sigma Pi since
her graduation from Rolla High in
1977.
Standing 5 foot, 4 inches, Susan is
one young woman hard to miss with
her bubbling personality and big
bright smile.
Her future plans include summer
enrollment at the School of the
Ozarks leading toward a bachelor's
degree in elementary education,
while also continuing to follow her
medical interests.
With these fine personality traits
and Susan's natural wholesome
beauty, the men of Sigma Pi believe
her to be the perfect choice for the
Greek Week Queen.

Delta Tau Delta
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta
are proud to present as their 1978
GREEK WEEK QUEEN Candidate
Miss Rhonda Sue Powers. Rhonda
comes to Rolla by way of O'Fallon,
Missouri and is a freshman
majoring in civil engineering. Away
from her studies, Rhonda enjoys
music and entertains herself and
friends by playing the flute. The
Delts believe that the refreshing
beauty and personality possessed by
Rhonda would make the Gods of
Olympus pleased and abounding In
good spirits.

I

SHARON ZGI ET
Theta Xi

u en <ttan~i~ate,6

The men of Theta Xi are proud to
present Miss Sharon Zglet as our
candidate for 1978 Greek Week
queen. Sharon, a 5' 7" goddess, is a
sophomore majoring in accounting
at SI. Louis University, where she is
a member of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority. Sharon has enjoyed her
visits to our campus, and has graced
us with her presence on party
weekends. We feel that she Is most
worthy to reign with the Gods over
our Greek Week festivities.
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Covers
It Is my pleasure this week to
be writing about one of my

favorite authors, Kurt Vonnegut, and his most recent work
of the pen, Slapstick.
Deadpan throughout, Vonnegut seems at ease with what
he's writing. Mental images of
an Imagined Vonnegut sitting at
a typewriter, staring off into
space, reviving himself to type
a few paragraphs at odd intervals keep popping up. The
story unfolds In a familiar
choppy series of thoughts on
topics which mayor may not
have anything to do with the
immediate context.
The story is a fantasy of an
autobiography. Two mutant
children, Wilbur and Eliza
Swain are reared in complete
sec~ , and with no outside

contact for the most, as
retarded, when they are,
however, extremely intelligent
when in each others company.
As you can see from this
miniscule part of Slapstick, the
story Itself a Vonnegutcloudburst of the world, as seen
by him.
What on earth am I saying?
I'm confused.
Look, try to lay your hands on
a copy of Slapstick, and take a
look through the Looking Glass
yourseJf. A real roller coaster
ride that you can't get
anywhere else than Kurt
Vonnegut.
Hlho.
Ward Silver
Slapstick, by Kurt Vonnegut
DeJacorte Press, $7.95 <hardback)

CURRENT CANOEING
contact

JADWIN CANOE RENTAL
Jadwin, Mo. 65501

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th St.

Rolla. Mo. 65401

My attitude just Isn't real
swell , these days. You know?
We're in the home stretch now.
Spring fever has hit the Rolla
area hard this year.
The author included.
Hlho.

INDEPENDENT'S
WEEKEND
SCHEDULE OF

~VENTS

The Following Organizations
Are Included:
MRHA
WRHA
Thomas Jefferson
Campus Club
GDI
Tech-Engine Club
If you belong to the above organization,
come and support your weekend.

(314) 729-5229

Christopher Jewelers

QUALITY CLEANERS

\~ !::==~====~~
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9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m. Dance
Ballroom-Manor Inn
10:30 p.m. Queen Coronation

i

: 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264:
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Sat., April 29, 1978

I
Hot Fudge,
I
~~,..
Pineapple, Chocolate, I
~w~~
I
Butterscotch
I
1202 N. Bishop
¢
I
Rolla, Mo.
Good Thru 2·15-78
ea.
I1
_____
..cOUPON. ______
SUNDAES
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12:00-3:30 Games
At Lions Park
_
Bat Race, Six Pack Chug,
Girls Quart Chug, Tug of
War, Egg Toss, Quarter Barrel
Chug, Indian Game, Balloon
Buster
3:30-7:00 p.m. All You Can
Eat BAR-B-Q
Lions Park Pavilion Number 1
2.50 For Members
3.00 For Non Member In
Advance
3.00 At The Door
9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m. Disco
~~Exhibition Hall-Manor Inn
~ (Behind the Carriage)
-. ~ 10:30 p.m. Awards

-----~

~

0
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I
I
I
I

I
II

G OOD THRU APRIL 27, 1978
1_
1202
N._
BI:HOP
ROLLA, MO.
__
_ _ .COUPON
_ _364-8998
_ _ _ ...

Think Indepe.n dent

Independent's
Weekend

c

J
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Bill Miner

Joe Miner

Classified Ads
Citizen's Band Radio Wanted 23 or 40 channel. Must be in good
working order. If you want to sell yours, call Brian Kavonaugh at 3649885 or 364-9769.
FOR SALE - 1971 Plymouth Fury IJl full power, factory air,
everything works, exceUent condition. 341-2517 after 6 D.m.
FOUND: Electronic calculator In CE Building on April 14, 1978. Call
364-8248.

WANTED: Apartment to sublet for the summer. Contact Dave at 3648563.

ROOMS FOR RENT - Large_selection of single, double, and triple
rooms available for summer and fall semester rental. Located at 'lIJ7
and 209 W. 11th Street (across from University Center Parking lot l.
Male and female students welcome. For a modem. convenient. and
reasonably priced student "!Om contact Harris Flanagin at 341-4741.
Nights and weekends call 341-3359.
1967 VW CAMPER-BUS. great engine. new radials. 23 mpg. factory
beds-tabl~losets-icebox-poptop, $1495, 371H1769.
Hlklng-climbing boots, Bass brand. 8'1,-B, excellent condition, $15,
~1HI769.
_
For Sale: MEMOREX cassette tapes (60 minute) SI.OO each.
KENWOOD KR-6400 receiver, with warranty $300.00. PIONEER CTF7272 cassette deck, under warranty $245.00 call 364-8154.
For Sale: 1971 Plymouth Fury Ill, auto trans., power steering and
brakes, factory air conditioning, superb condition, call 341-2517 after 6

DIEHL
MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of Th~
.Student Finance Plan
In This Area)
This plan allows the studenst upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25_00 per manth UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB_ This plan is net new, Diehl Mantgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way_ See us for all the details _ Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it. "This is a
special discount program for students. We will be glad
to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury product."

I Continued from p. 71
into class. He told Bill the quiz
was easy and then thought
about how good his day was
going.
Outside in the halls, Joe
decided to get a drink of water.
Stepping up to the fountain he
bumped into a girl and knocked
her books out of her hands.
Apologizing, Joe picked up the
books. As he handed them to
her, Joe looked at her face and
could have died - she was
just
absolutely
beautiful,
beautiful. "I'm sorry, that was
awful clumsy of me," stammered Joe, still staring in
disbelief at her. "Oh, that's
alright, it was my fault ·
anyway," she replied in a really
seductive voice as she checked
out Joe and liked what she saw.
"Maybe I could buy you
Twinkie at the Student Union to
make up for it," offered Joe.
"Sounds great! I just love
Twinkles," she said with a
twinkle in her ey:!.
Joe missed his next two
classes but really didn't care as
he spent a couple of hours
talking with his mystery girl in
the Student Union.
Afterwards, Joe walked back
to the dorms whistling as he
went, happy about his hot date
for this Saturday night. Back in
his room, Joe lay stretched out
on his bed dreaming when Jack
came in. "Hey, Joe, you lucky
dog! Thermo and Physics got
called off this morning! You
didn't miss a thing. I wished I
hadn't wasted my time." That
was it - this just had to be Joe's
perfect day. He couldn't believe
all this was happening to him and on a Monday, too!
He started dreaming again
about his hot date this Saturday
and about his good luck today
when the phone brought him
back to reality. Joe popped off
of the bed to answer it.
"Hello?". "Yes, could I speak
to Joe Miner, please?", a voice
foreign to Joe asked.
"This is Joe. Go ahead."
"Joe, guess what ...
(To be continued next week)

a

' ( Continued from p. 7)
bathroom Bill ran into a girl
and sent her books flying.
Apologizing, Bill picked up her
books and handed them to her.
When he did, he looked at her
face and his jaw dropped - she
was the absolute ugliest, most
grotesque looking girl he had
ever seen. "Sorry about that,"
Bill stammered, changing his
glance from her face to floor.
"Oh, that's alright," she replied
in a hideous sounding voice.
"Say, aren't you the guy who
promised to take me out this
Saturday night? Remember at
that party? You told me you'd
call me to set up the time and
you never did call. Why not?"
Bill slapped his hand on his
head. He did faintly remember
getting drunk and asking some
girl out for Saturday, but he
didn't figure he had fired on
something that looked like that.
He had to get out of it. "Uh,
listen - about Saturday night.
Let's go over to the Student
Union and talk about it."

He tried every subtle trick in
the book, but couldn't bring
himself to come out and just tell
her. So, after a couple hours of
trying, he consented and gave
her a time. He dragged back to
his room, thinking about his
missed Thermo and Phsycis
classes, his rotten date, and in
general his terrible day.
He lay on his bed thinking in
misery when Jake came in.
"Hey, Bill. You missed a
Thermo quiz and our Physics
teacher went over material for
the next test. You missed it,
bud."
Bill didn't flinch a muscle as
he was learning to take
everything in stride today. A
ringing phone snapped him out
of. it as he crawled off his bed to
answer it. "Hello?"
"Yes, may I please speak to
Bill Miner?" a voice foreign to
Bill asked.
"This is Bill."
"Bill, guess what.. ..
To be continued next week .

KMNR

Groundwaves
Good evening Ladies, gentlemen, and ships at sea. We are
pleased to reintroduce you to
The KMNR Bumper Sticker.
Yes, friends once again you can
show the spritely little Snap
Man to tell the world to F.O.&D.
They come with two colors,
black, and phosphorous orange
and are available at the radio
station or from any station
employee. If you do come to the
station, we ask that you do it
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. The
people there wUl be glad to give
one to you. And this is the best

o 1976 New Et"oQtand MutualUle tnsu.aoce Company Boslon. MA 02117

509
Wishes everyone
an enjoyable and
sunny Greek
Week

part of the deal: These attractive bumper ornaments are
absolutely
free to UMR
students and faculty.
Enough of my ranting and
raving, here's what is going
down :
TONITE 4-20: Album Trac (4
p.m.) - AI Wood & The Smokey
Ridge Boys "Sing A Bluegrass
Song" ; Insomniacs Theatre
(midnite) - The Beatles "Hey
Jude" .
SUNDAY
4-23:
Sevens
(midnite) - Herbie Hancock
"Maiden Voyage".
MONDAY 4-24 , Afternoon
Delight (4 p_m.) - Van Halen
"Van Halen", ROlling Bozo
Revue (midnite) - Elton John
"Goodbye Yellow Brick Road".
TUESDAY 4-25: Afternoon
Delight (4 p.m. ) - Hudson Ford
"When Worlds Collide", Underground Theatre (midnite) Donavan "Essence".
WEDNESDAY
4-26:
Afternoon Delight (4 p.m.) - The
Outlaws "Hurry Sundown",
Music Appreciation 90 (7:36- 9
p.m.) - 90 min. of the worlds
best comedy, The Illiad
(midnite)
Karla Bonoff
"Karla Bonoff".
So be sure to pick up your
bumper ornaments and StaV
turned to KMNR for the climax
of the smester.
'NuffSald
Kirby

r;~~~
OUR GREAT GIFfS
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Jerry Landing Moving Service
-Mayflower AgentFree Estimates • Fully Insured
DON PRATT, Representative
Martin Springs Drive Rolla, Mo. 6540 I
Phone: 314/341-3866

r:•

,A[N OFFICE: 308 W. Oak, St. Clair, Mo. 63077
629-2500
•
:';Ii

"My insurance agent?
Don Baxter
from New England Life,
of course. Why?"
Our crt:v. al ... o oller ... mutual
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For offices
For employers
For father
For graduates
Desk accessories
. Clocks-desk or wall
Lighting
Pictures
Metal sculptures
Desks & chairs

~
~

n DEC~e~ATORS

U

~

~

~

~

WALK , INC.
1025 Hauck Dr .. For::Jm
II
Rolla. Missouri
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Pictured above are the 1978 Greek Week Gods at a.place near Mt. Olympus. Clock·
wise from the back left are: Gyes (Tom Schmitt), Hephaestus (Ether Chamberlain), Hermes (Steve Wager), Kotos (Mike Clark)' Hades ( Randy Bissey), Zeus
( Dennis Kinchen), Dionysius (John Johnson), and Briareaus (Gary Donnor).
(Photo by Pollock)

\
I

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the opinions or policies of the Missouri
Miner . The ediletters section is t:,e sanctuary of the
general public . All letters submitted will. as in the
past. printed in the unaltered and original form when
.
space in this ne,Yspaper permits .
with all their ingenuity. could
Bed Question
not have found a suitable
alternative. After all the room
space Is about 400 sq. ft.
Trying the technique In India
Sir•
would probably be futile. At
The "secret research" work least one question must be
at the University of Missouri .answered before trying that.
donnitorles
does
Indeed How Is It that with all the double
deserve credit for a new way at beds the population growth rate
handling "such problems," that Is negative here? After all
is, if they can stili be considered every woman is giving birth to
problems In the context of only 1.8 child. not 2.
things today.
However, one fails to un- Sincerely,
derstand how these students. Anil Kumar Singh
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Miners Win Two At Jeff. City
By CHRIS RANSOM
The Miners won two out of
three from Lincoln University
in MIAA action over the
weekend. The opening game,
held on Friday afternoon, the
Miners won 7-5 on home rur. by
John Busse and Jeff Hanna in
the later innings of play.
Busse's home run wi 11
capped a four-run sixth inr....g
gave the Miners a 6-1 lead. But
the Miners needed Hannah's
blast in the seventh to hold off a
late rally by Lincoln.
Jeff Walters had a no-hitter
going until the fourth inning
when Jerry Mick not only got a
hit but put one over the fence
picking up Lincoln's first run.
Lincoln scored an unearned run
in the sixth and Walters was
tagged for another run in the
seventh as Jim Lueckenhoff
blasted another homer making
the score 7-3.
Lincoln scored again in the
eighth as they continued to tack
on runs. Two doubles and a
single allowed for two more
runs closing in on the score at 75.
Lincoln had their last· chance
in the ninth but with a man on
first and one out, Dan Sommerer grounded into a double
play to end the game.
Walters, going the full nine,
struck out eight, walked four,
and gave up nlne hits. His
record now stands at 3-1.
The Miners came back the
very next day picking up where
they left off - with a victory.
UMR won the first game of a
doubleheader 6-4 in extra innings, but Lincoln came back in
the second and scored a run in
the bottom of the sixth of a
seven-inning contest to cool the
Miners off, 4-.3.
In the first game, UMR and
Lincoln were deadlocked at 3-3
after
seven
innings
of
regulation play. Both teams
remained neutral until the ninth
when UMR's Ed Wagner
walked. Brian Tepper layed
down a bunt in an attempt to
advance Wagner and what
looked to be an obvious out in
the throw to second for the force
turned into a wild throw into
centerfield by Lincoln hurler
Jerry Mick advancing Wagner
to third with Tepper on at first.
Bill Grantham then popped one
up for the second out of the
inning. But Kenton Eiffert
came to the plate and landed a
home run over the right field
fence, making it 6-3.
Norm Shipley got the win for
the Miners as he went the full
distance despite a solo home
. run
by
Lincoln's
Jim
Lueckenhoff in the bottom of
the ninth. He retired the next
two batters as the score wound
up 6-4.
The Miners had 12 hits for the
game and Shipley gave up 11
hits, struck out five, and walked
two.
In the second game, five
doubles by Lincoln players,
damaged Miner bopes for a
sweep of the series.
UMR grabbed a H) lead in the
first when Eiffert doubled and
later scored on two wild pitches.
The Miners did not score again
Wltil the sixth when Tom Hursh
belted a two-run single to tie the
score at three. Lincoln scored in

the second when Dan Sommerer doubled and scored on a
single by Lueckenhoff. Lincoln
scored again in the fourth when
Clyde Woods and Sommerer hit
back to back doubles as Woods
scored. Lincoln picked up
another run in the fifth as they
lead 3-1 before Hursh's game
tieing single in the top half of
the sixth inning.
.
In the bottom of the inning
Mike Moody ripped hurler
Roland St. John of the Miners
for the fifth double and then
advanced to third on a wild
pitch. Lueckenhoff then singled
Moody across the plate and
Lincoln held on in the seventh
for the win.
The Miners played a make-up
doubleheader against Missouri
Baptist last Monday in St. Louis
and were blown away in the
first 13-3 but picked themselves
up in the second winning, 5-3 in
non-conference action.
In the second game Mike
Bennett, who homered in the
first game blasted another in
the second to give the Miners
the win.
The Miners scored three runs
in the first after two were out.
Bennett knocked in all three
runs with his homer following
safeties by Chuck Holcomb and
Jeff Hannah.
Hannah, second in the MIAA
in hitting with a .447 average,
added a homer in the third
making the score 4-3. He leads
the team in RBI's with 18
followed by Bennett with 12.
Bennett scored the Miner's
first run which also came in the
,third when he doubled and
scored on an error. He went 4-6
in the two games.
Hurler Larry Wuerz took the
defeat for the Miners as he gave
up nine runs in the first game.
Jeff Walters went the distance
in the nightcap fanning four and
giving up five hits. Wuerz is 1-4
while Walters is 4-1.

UMR Hosts NWMS
Northwest Missouri State
University's baseball Bearcats
head into their final Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association road series at
Missouri-Rolla this Friday and
Saturday, trying to advance
from their current third-place
standing against a Miner team
against which the 'Cats have
gone !HI the past four seasons.
The weekend series between
Coach Jim Wasem's 3-2, 9-4
Bear cats and Coach Chuck
Broyles' 4-5, 7-8 Miners (a
Friday single game at 3: 30 p. m .
and a Saturday doubleheader at
1 p_m . ) affords the 'Cats a
tremendous opportunity
to
move up in the league race,
based both on their ability to
stop the Miners in recent
seasons and on the fact that the
teams above them (5-1 leader
Northeast, and 6-3 second
placer Southwest) and tied with
them (3-2 Central) all have
tough series this weekend.
Southwest visits Central and
Northeast travels to two-time
defending champion Southeast
(4-5).
A Wasem-coached 'Cat club
has never lost to a Rolla team.
The '73 meetings between the
clubs was weathered out. In '74.
NWMSU triumphed twice via
shutouts, in '75, ,it won twice
while yielding just one tally
each
game,
'76 NWMSU
triumphed by margins of one,
UJree ana five runs (that was
the last time the 'Cats played at
Rolla) and last season NWMSU
won 1~ and 4-2. NWMSU's win
striJIg actually extends to 10
games because in '72, John
Barnes'
'Cats
halved
a
doubleheader,
winning
the
nightcap. NWMSU leads the
series, 1~3 .
This weekend's matchup
should feature two pretty good
hitting clubs. The 'Cats are at
.312 as a Wlit with Kansas City
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sophomore catcher Bill Sobbe
the team and league leader at
.452 and with Kansas City junior
outfielder Gary Hinton (,393)
and Trenton sophomore second
baseman - Bill Barton (3.61)
the other leaders among the
regulars. Sobbe is tops in runs
batted in with 10 and Green City
senior third baseman-shortstop
Marty Albertson, Peoria, m.,
junior outfielder Mike Birdoes
and
Centerville,
Iowa,
sophomore designated hittercatcher Greg Hawk are leaders
in runs scored with 11 each.
Albertson has·swiped 10 of the
team's 26 bases.
AU-MIAA second team first
baseman Jeff Hannah has led
the .283-hitting Miners. He's
swinging at .447. Not far behind
him are shortstop Chuck
Holcomb at .432 and second
sacker Kenton Eiffert at .400.
Third baseman Mike Bennett is
another Miner who earned
conference mention last spring.
NWMSU's pitching staff,
paced by righthanders Tom
Franke, a sophomore from

Florissant with a 3~ mark and a
team-leading 1.20 ERA, and
David Pfeiffer, a junior from
Winigan with a 2~ record, has a
cumulative ERA of 3.83. The
'Cat staff has allowed only a
.189 batting average by its
opponents.
Wasem called on Franke and
Pfeiffer in starts last Saturday
vs. Central. That twosome will
be in the rotation again along
with
St.
Joseph
junior
righthander Steve Mapel (~1,
2.70) or Fort Dodge, Iowa,
senior southpaw David Hanson
(l~, 6.(0). Kansas City senior
righthander Ben Westman had
a second loS!> tagged to his twowin total by Central. He still
sports a solid 2.08 ERA. Franke
is tops in innings pitched (30), in
complete gamE!$ (three) and in
strikeouts (20) .
The Miners have a 5.93 staff
ERA.
Righthanders
Jeff
Walters (3-1) and Larry Wuerz
(l-3) have been the UMR
mainstays with righthander
Norman Shipley also seeing
quite a bit of playing time.

~

• MEXICAN
ROLLA
CITY:
••
FOOD
CLOSED MON.
STYLE.
••••••••••
• ••••• 4

Russell's Town & College
713 Pine Street

Phone 364-2323

Rolla , Mo. 65401

Ken Stotler

C~EQ!lse
For Appointment Call
364·2363 or 364-1575, Ext. 3-0pen Mon.·Sat.
Convenient location At The Manor Inn
Junction of 1-44 & 63

KENTON ElFFERT

M-Club Athlete
of the Week
This week's M-Club Athlete of the Week is Kenton Eiffert, a
sophomore from Harrisonville. Missouri. Kenton plays 2nd
base for the Miner baseball team. This last weekend (April 14 &
15) Kenton raised his batting average to a sizzling .468. In last
weekend's three game series vs. Lincoln Kenton was 7 for 12 at
bat including a 3-run homer which came in the top of the 9th in
an extra inning game. Kenton's RBI's proved to be the deciding
factor in the formerly tied game giving the Miners the winning
margin of victory.
Congratulations, Kenton.

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 11 :00 -1 :00

DISCO
Open Sundays
1 PM-9:30 PM
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Trackmen Place 2nd "In Wm Jewell Relays
By DAVE WEAVER

Discus
J. Lewis 4th

The UMR track team
traveled to Liberty, Mo., to
compete in the William Jewell
College Relays Saturday.

Triple Jump
K. Viallancourt 5th

100 yd. dash
Parsons3rd
440 Relay

William Jewell took first
place honors for the day scoring
105 points. The Miners tallied
100 points in a good second
place showing followed closely
by Tarkio College with 97
points.
Rounding out the team
placings were as follows: Mid
America College with 68'h
points, Iowa Lakes with 52
points, Graceland College with
36 points, Ottawa College with
28'12 points, Central Methodist
College
with
23
points,
Benedictene College with 14
points, and Park Gollege with 14
points.
Individual Miner placings
were as follows:
6 mile run
B. Haefner 3rd
440 Int. Hurdles
C. O'Dear 3rd
S. Martin 5th
120 High Hurdles
C. O'Dear 1st
S. Martin 2nd
Shot Put
J. Lewis 2nd
S. Henry3rd
S. Bridgman 4th
High Jump
J. Russom 1st
Mile Run
D. Sorrell 5th

UMR2nd
Mile Relay
UMR2nd
Sprint Medley Relay
UMR 1st
Distance Medley Relay
UMR 5th
Monday the Miners took to
the road again traveling to
Jefferson City, Mo., to compete
in the Lincoln Invitational.
Westminster scored a high 109
points in taking first place in the
five team meet. Lincoln tallied

64 points in taking second
followed by Southern Illinois
University with 57 points. The
Miners took fourth place with a
score of 33 points followed only
by School of the Ozarks with 22
points.
Individual UM~ placings
Were as follows:
High Jump
Russman3rd
Triple Jump
Costendorf 5th
Pole Vault
Coppac3rd
Spalding 4th
Shot Put
Lewis3rd
Henry 4th
Bridgman 5th

Discus
Adams3rd
Henry 4th
Lewis 5th
Javelin
Lewis 4th
220yddash
Parsons 5th

Through nine matches so far
this Spring, Bruce Roney leads
the Miner golfers with an
average of 78 on 18 holes per
match. Following are Mike
Kieffer and Greg Holman with
80, Kent Marlow with 84, Kent
Giddens with an 85 and Dave
Mueller is averaging 88 after
only six competitive rounds of
golf.
Last Thursday and Friday the
Miner golfers travelled to
Joplin to compete in the

Martin 4th
100 yd dash
Parsons 5th
Mile Relay
UMR3rd
440 Relay

UMR4th

I 'HORSE' BOOKSTORE·
We Buy & Sell Used Books
207 W. 11th In The Thomas Building
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MINER'S DIG UP VALUE
AT TACO TICO

Roney Leads Golfers
With 78 Average
By CHRIS RANSOM

120 yd high hurdles

traJ
COlI
seJl

r-"'8ring this coupon in for ---

Crossroads of America Tournament. The Miners faired
exceptionally taking 13th out of
32 teams in the competition.
Kieffer led UMR with an B(}77 for a 157 total in the two
rounds played followed by
Roriey with an B(}-81-161,
Holman with a 79-83-162,
Giddens with an 81-85-166 and
Marlow an 85-85-170.
The golf team returns to
competition on Thursday in a
match with the University of
Missouri-8t. Louis at Normandy
Country Club in St. Louis.
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Tennis
Gains Tie
WithCMS

1

By DAVE WEAVER

.

1011 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.

The UMR tennis team played
host to Southeast Missouri State
and Central Missouri State
Tuesday. In the first match with
SEMO, UMR took a fall 7-2. The
Miners came back in their
second match tieing CMS 4-4.
The final doubles match was
called do to darkness and will
be played at a later date.
Individual scorings were as
follows:
CMSMatch

11:00

a.m.

to 12:00

p.m.

364-5171

Alw~ . ill f,eitSOll a]>J seaSOlled 19 plea.se ~ "

Ron

Sou

Super Licks
Old Fashioned Homemade Ice Cream As Only
Ruby's Can Make It. 27 flavors qf rich & creamy
ice cream. From Strawberry Cheesecake to
Almond Pistachio and everything in between.
Get in some super licks today. At Ruby's.

6.

Meyer beat Sheve 7-6, &-3.
Bush lost to Pieldelnials
Chandler beat Fricke 6-4, 2-6,
6-0.

(Doubles)

Stein-Volker lost to SwiftMuck4-6,5-7.
Bush-Chandler
beat
Pieldelnials-Sisk &-2, &-3.

.
. >.. : •.

SEMOMATCH
(Singles)

Adamson lost to Schott 3-6, 16.

(Doubles)

Stein-Volker lost to KJausBoone 0-6, 0-6.
Ford-Meyer beat RehakGriswold 2-6, &-1, &-3.
Bush-Chandler lost to Maddox-Schott 2-6,1-6.

(ron

Fri(
tha

Stein lost to Swift 4-6, 3-6.
Volker beat Muck 4-6, 6-4, 6-2.
Ford lost to Morris 6-4, 3-6, 4-

6.

Si
ovel

gal'\

(S1ngJes)

Stein lost to Klaus 1-6, 1-6.
Ford lost to Boone 4-6, 2-6.
Meyer beat Lazenby &-3, &-2.
Bush lost to Maddox 2-6, 3-6.
Chandler lost to Rehak 3-6, 2-

was
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weeJi
wouI
imp<

,'. "

i.~~~~'~\':'I\ ~,I\" :.'": !"~~f~/ ~~:'"
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April Sundae of the Month

Black Cherry Sundae
A mouth-watering treat:
Vanilla ice cream covered with black cherry
topping, whipped cream and a cherry.
Small
Reg.70 '

60¢

Large
Reg. 5 1

90¢

Super 30
Reg. 5 1

$1 20

Forum Shopping Center
Tenth Street
Winter Hours: Mon_- Sat.

10:30a_m_-9:30 p.m_
Sunday 12 noon - 8 p_m _
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Beckerle of TKE Intral11ural Athlete
By JOHN CROW

Recently, Dan Beckerle of
TKE was honored as the Intramural athlete of the year.
The other seven finalists were
Joe Blerschwal from Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Tim Snyder from TEC,
Glen Kelley from Delta Sigma
Phi, Bob Costello from Sigma
Nu, Butch Johnson from Beta
Sigma UpSilon, Mike Heaton
from TEC, and Larry Miiler
fromKA.
The Intramural athlete of the
year is elected by the intramural managers at the
conclusion of the spring
semester. This award is given

to
the
Individual
who,
throughout the -year, demonstrates such qualities as good
sportsmanship,
leadership,
enthusiasm,
reliability,
dependability, etc. while participating In the intramural
program. The recipient of this
award participates in a variety
of Individual, team and round
robin sports and fosters high
Ideals for such participation.
Beckerle partiCipated in
swimming, football, basketball,
volleyball, wrestling, and track .
He was selected for the first
string
IFC
football
and
basketball squads and took

third place In the heavyweight
wrestling division.
Also, each year the Intramural Department awards a
special consolation trophy to
the
men
and
women
organization selected by the
managers association. To be
eligible, the organization may
not have received a ' team
trophy. Active participation in
all sports plus sportsmanship
are the main criteria conDAN BECKERLE
sldered In deciding the winner
Dan Beckerle of TKE is this year's Intramural Athlete_
of this award. The Intramural
He was on the IFC's first team for football and basketDepartment will decide the
ba~, and participated in swimming, volleyball, track,
winner of this award at their ._. and took third in heavyweight wrestling.
meeting this week.

Northeast Tops The MIAA Conference
MIAA Release

Trae Hastings of Southeast
stayed on top In the earned run
SPRINGFIELD
The average
column
with
a
Northeast
Missouri
State microscopic 1.01 figure but idle
University Bulldogs, ' who've Dan Faucett of Northeast gave
never won a Missouri' In- way to Larry Cooper of Central
tercollegiate
Athletic In the race for pitching vicAssociation baseball title; and tories. Cooper posted his fifth
the Southwest Missouri State win of the year Saturday while
University Bears, who haven't Faucett remined at 4-0.
claimed the loop crown since
AROUND
THE
1970; are about to start finding MlAA .. .Cooper
went
the
out how they stack. up in this distance In the ll-Inning first
year's title chase.
game Saturday against Northwest as the Mules scored
With
three
conference twice In the 11th on two walks, a
weekends
remaining,
the fielder's chOice, a sacrifice fly,
Bulldogs and the Bears have and
an
error ... NWMSU's
some stiff hurdles to clear if Tom
Franke struck out
either is to have a shot at all the nine and gave just four hits
marbles. And, both clubs are before he retired after 10
doubtless wondering how things frames .. .David Pfeiffer came
might be right now if they had back to hold the Mules to five played each other as scheduled hits In the nightcap ... NEMSU
the first league weekend.
will be seeing its first action In
13 days when the Bulldogs inThe SWMSU-NEMSU series vade
Cape
Girardeau
was one of three loop sets
Friday ... UMR continues to be
washed away on the last
plagued with weather difweekend in March and all three
would have had considerable ficuities .. .The Miners were
rained out of a twlnbill Tuesday
impact on the title picture.
with Missouri Baptist... the
Southwest got the biggest lift Miners got three complete
over the weekend, coming back games against Lincoln infrom a loss against Southeast cluding Jeff Walters' third win
Friday for a sweep Saturday of the year In the Friday
that put the Bears two full game ... Dan Holman had a 5-for- .
games ahead of the Indians. 10 week for the Miners as a
Rolla climbed into a tie with DH ... Three Lincoln hitters had
Southeast by taking two of three
from Lincoln, although the
Tigers notched their first
league triumph. And, Central
and Northwest saw Friday's
game washed away by weather
and then braved rain and cold
temperatures In battling to a
twlnbill split Saturday to
remain tied for third place.

notable hitting performances
during
the
week ... Jim
Lueckenhoff went lIHor-17 and
raised his average from .'l£,7 to
.325 In a week which Included a
double, two triples, two homers,
and six RBI's ... Jerry Mick was
9-of-20 with a double, triple and
homer and Gary White was 8-ofIS with four doubles ... The
Tigers split with Central
Methodist on Tuesday but will
be weakened for this week's
non-league
action ... pitcherInfielder Greg Adrian will be
sidelined two to three weeks
with injured ligaments in his
forearm ... Southeast's Ed Basta
stayed hot with a 5-of-12 series
but righthander Don Beuchting
suffered his first loss of the
season in Saturday's rubber
game with Southwest. .. The
Bears used a five-run fifth inning to keep Jody Payne perfect
at 3-O... Hastings won his third
Friday as the Indians rapped
out five doubles, a triple, and a
homer against the Bears ... Southeast was rained out of
Tuesday's twin-bill against
Evansville ... Southwest solidly
grounded defending regional
champion Missouri-St. Louis
last Wednesday with an S-7, 17-7
sweep in St. Louis .. .Mark
Mennemeier
pounded
two
homers and Jim Schaefer had

Hitting leader Bill Sobbe of
Northwest went only 2-of-5 in
the Bearcats' lone 'action of the
week and slipped seven points
to .452. He managed to stay just
ahead of Rolla's Jeff Hannah
who had a six-point jump to
.447. Charles Holcomb of UMR,
second last week at .455, slipped
.
to .432.
Southwest's Ron Snider, third
In hitting last week, couldn't
manage a safety In five games
and fell from .444 to .339. He did
manage to hold onto the top spot
In runs batted in with 22, one
more than Southeast's Dan
Murphy. Murphy batted home
three against the Bears and
strengthened his lead in the
home run department by
cracking his eighth.

Last weekend's conference
resulta
SWMSU 2-4-6, SEMSU 5-3-1;
CMSU 3-3, NWMSU Hi; UMR 75-3, LU 5-4-4
1bIs week's scbeduIe:
Tuesday, Apr. 18 - SW BaptiSt'
at SWMSU' CMSU at Missouri'
SEMSU at
LouIs U;
Valley at Lincoln; Frt-8at SWMSU at CMSU; NUMSU at
UMR - NEMSU at SEMSU'
Sat., 'April 22 - LIndeDwood
College at Llncoln.
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Come in 'and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.

Several of the ieague's individual statistical leaders held
on to their top spots but did so
by different means.

six hits In the twinbill ... Gary
Mitchell had a !Hor-16 week for
SMS ... NWMSU
has
added
games with Kansas 4-25 (home
and 5-10 (atKU).
League
standings
ana
statistics through games of
Saturday, April 15:
Team
MIAA Overall
NEMlssourl 5-1
9-6
SWMlssourl . &-3
14-5
NWMlssourl 3-2
9-4
Cent. Mlssourl 3-2
12-9
SEMlssourl
4-5
9-8
UM-Rolla
4-5
7-8
LIncoln
1-8
5-1&-1

Including

...................
New Spring

............ .... ... ....

Guys! Be
Ready For Graduation

And Summer
Gals Fashions For

With levi (Panatela ) &
(H.D. ) lee Suits

All Your Needs

KEY
SPORT SHOP
Congratulations
to all the new

() t

~S

gods
IJ

Joe Miner Ring

e , J~;E~~~

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

(and everyone have an
enjoyable Greek Week)
REY : = = = :

SPORT shop
1003 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

THEPLASTERKEY,INC.

364·5495.

/
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It's easy with a big
Schlitz Half-Keg. A
Half-Keg full of cool
Schlitz Draught. It's
a- snap to tap,and ,
economical to buy.
Ask about one next
time you're gettin'
the gang together.
, Then draw yourself
a crowd.

If you don't have Schlitz,
you don't
have Gusto.
See You At The Elysian Fields April 22!
<1978 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wis.

